
Build a complete game with Python and PyGame

 Robots, Rubble, 
 and Python
We show how to use PyGame to implement a fully playable version of 

the classic “robots” game. By Scott Sumner

Imagine yourself on a game grid popu-
lated by robots. The robots will chase 
any non-robot, but if they collide with 
each other, they disintegrate into a pile 

of rubble. Other robots that collide with the 
rubble also become a part of the pile. If you 
are the last one standing, then you’ve won! 
However, if a robot enters the same square 
you’re in, then you’ve been killed. That’s the 
basic gameplay scenario for the game de-
scribed in this article.

In the game, you and the robots both move 
orthogonally and diagonally (Figure 1). For 
every move you make, all of the robots also 
make a move – directly toward you. You can 
navigate with the arrow keys or with Q, W, 
E, A, D, Z, X, and C.

As a player, you have one special ability: 
teleporting, which can be activated with the 
T key. Teleporting can be hazardous, though 
(Figure 2); it could put you on top of a robot 
or in a square without a safe move. Pressing 
the space bar (or any other unused key) 
leaves you in place and allows the robots to 
make a move.

In this article, I detail the coding steps in-
volved in creating the game (see Listing 1 for 
the complete code).

The roboTsGame Class
The import tool is Python’s way of loading 
external libraries [1]. On line 1, I load Py- Le
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Game [2], and line 2 loads the random mod-
ule, which will be used to generate the player 
and the robot starting locations.

The robotsGame class occupies lines 4 
through 202. A class is a collection of vari-
ables and functions. To use a class, it has to 
be instantiated (which happens on line 
208). Instantiating creates a copy of the 
class that you can manipulate. In the case of 
the robotsGame, there’s only one copy; but, 
classes can be instantiated more than once. 
Each copy (stored in its own variable, or 
even a list or dictionary) is independent of 
any others. Values will not cross over be-
tween class instances, and functions within 
a class will only operate on their own inter-
nal variables.

When a class is initialized, the __init__ 
function is called automatically (lines 5-34). 
The arguments for __init__ must be pro-
vided when instantiating the class or else 
the initialization will fail. Here, the function 
is looking for a reference to the screen vari-
able (created when you initialize PyGame) 
and the number of robots to place on the 
grid.

On line 6, the screen variable is stored into 
the class itself by using the self variable; 
self.<anything> is available to any function 
within the class.

Line 8 initializes self.grid as a dictionary; 
self.grid is where the board will be stored. 
Lines 9 and 10 initialize the entire grid to 
None. Note that the tuple (x,y) is the diction-
ary key. Line 13 initializes self.robots as a 
list, which is the list of robot positions.

Line 14 is the start of a loop that runs 
once for every robot that should populate 
the initial grid. startingRobots is passed to 
__init__ as a parameter – the number of ro-
bots to place on the grid.

The while 1: on line 15 starts an infinite 
loop. Lines 16 and 17 generate random val-
ues for x and y; random.randrange takes two 
parameters, the lowest and highest possible 
values (inclusive). It will return a random 
number within those bounds.

Line 19 checks whether the generated co-
ordinates are already in the robots list. If the 
value exists, then I’ve generated a set of co-
ordinates that’s already full. Otherwise, I add 
it to the list, (line 20) and mark the grid as 
having a robot at the listed coordinates 
(line 21). Because I’ve successfully added a 
robot, break (line 22) exits the infinite loop. 
This process will repeat until all of the robot 
coordinates have been generated.

Lines 24 through 32 work almost exactly 
the same way. The infinite loop repeats until 

a set of coordinates can be found that place 
the player in a safe starting position (not next 
to a robot). The self.checkGrid function will 
return True if a neighboring space holds a 
robot or False if it’s clear. Once a safe start-
ing location is found, the loop exits.

Line 34 calls self.legend, which draws the 
legend and player instructions below the 
grid.

The leGend FunCTion
The legend function doesn’t take any argu-
ments and draws the player instructions. 

Figure 1: The game board immediately after launching.

Figure 2: The player is in a tight spot! Maybe teleporting will help.
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against the grid to see whether that square 
really is a robot. If so, then the counter is in-
cremented (line 76).

After the loop has finished, line 79 starts 
looking at the results. If mycount is zero, then 
no robots are left and the player has won. 
Line 81 checks whether the player occupies 
the same space as one of the robots. If so, 
then the player has lost; otherwise, the game 
condition is somewhere in the middle, so 
None is returned. (See the “#DGB” box for 
more details.)

The moveboTs FunCTion
The moveBots function updates the position 
of all of the robots after the player moves. 
Each robot will move one space closer to the 
player in whichever direction is appropriate.

Line 87 starts a loop that walks through 
each of the robots in self.robots. Line 90 
checks whether the robot is already on a 
rubble square. If it is, then continue is 
called (line 92) to ignore that robot. Line 94 
clears the robot’s grid position in prepara-
tion for moving by setting its value to a 
blank string.

Line 96 unpacks the tuple into discreet 
botx and boty variables for easier use in 
movement calculations. Lines 97 and 98 
(commented out) accomplish the same thing 
but may be less ambiguous about what’s 
happening.

The if/elif on lines 99-100 and 102-103 
adjust the x and y coordinates of the robot to 
move toward the player. Once they have 
been updated, line 105 creates a new bot 
tuple, then line 107 updates the self.robots 
list.

Lines 110 through 114 check for collisions. 
On lines 110 and 111, if the bot shares its lo-
cation with the player, then the function re-
turns (exits). If this is true, then the player 
has lost the game. However, this function 
doesn’t deal with that; it only moves the 
bots.

Lines 113 and 114 check for collisions 
with other robots. If a collision has oc-
curred, then the space is relabeled RUBBLE. 
On lines 122 and 123, if the grid square is 
rubble, then the program carries on with the 
next list entry (continue on line 123). Fi-
nally, the new grid location is marked as 
ROBOT on line 125.

The CheCkGrid FunCTion
checkGrid is used to see if any adjoining 
squares from the provided grid coordinates 
contain a robot. The function accepts one ar-
gument: a tuple of the position to be checked.

Lines 37 through 39 draw one square of each 
color that is used on the grid.

Line 41 initializes the PyGame font module 
(all PyGame modules must be initialized be-
fore use), and line 42 gets the default system 
font; pygame.font.SysFont gets a font that 
matches the provided name. If no font with 
the provided name can be found, then it pro-
vides a default font. The second parameter is 
the size of the font in pixels.

Lines 44 through 48 create surfaces with 
instructions and labels; font.render returns 
a PyGame surface with the provided text ren-
dered in the specified color. The first parame-
ter is the text to render, the second parameter 
is whether or not to antialias the font, and 
the third is the color in which to render (as a 
tuple).

Lines 50 through 54 blit (copy) the pro-
vided surface at the designated location; 
self.screen is the PyGame surface that is 
the actual display. Its blit function accepts a 
source surface (first argument) and where to 
put it (second argument).

Note that the display isn’t flipped after 
drawing the legend. The drawGrid function 
flips (redraws) the display after every move. 
I’ll also call the drawGrid function as the 
game starts. This saves a re-draw, which is 
generally a slow operation.

The drawGrid FunCTion
The drawGrid function walks through the 
self.grid dictionary and draws the entire 
grid. Lines 57 and 58 start loops that match 
the dimensions of the grid. Line 59 draws a 
1-pixel rectangle in blue to create the grid 
itself.

Lines 61, 63, 65, and 67 draw the appropri-
ate color of filled rectangle based on what is 
occupying the square. That is determined by 
the chain of if/elif/else statements on 
lines 60, 62, 64, and 66.

Note that the ( x , y ) tuple is the index 
into the dictionary. If the chain drops all the 
way through to the else (line 66), then a 
black (empty) square is drawn. Finally, line 
69 flips the display and draws changes to the 
real screen.

The CheCkwinlose 
FunCTion
The checkWinLose function is called after each 
turn to see whether the game is over. Line 72 
initializes mycount to 0. Then, line 73 starts a 
loop that iterates over the robots list. It is enu-
merated solely for debugging purposes.

On line 75, bot will contain the coordi-
nates of one of the robots. This is checked 

You’re probably already aware 
that # marks a comment in Py-
thon, so the rest of the line is ig-
nored. It’s a handy way to dis-
able code for testing purposes. 
During the course of program-
ming the robots game, I tried a 
couple different methods to 
check for robot collisions and 
other game activities.

This led to a lot of print state-
ments to see what was happen-
ing internally in the game logic. 
Rather than remove them en-
tirely, I left them in the code 
tagged with #DBG. If you want to 
see what the program is “think-
ing” remove #DBG to enable the 
print statements.

#DBG

using pyGame
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the direction, and update self.playerX, 
self.playerY, and self.grid accordingly.

The elif event.key == ord ( "t" ) on 
line 185 handles the request for a teleport; 
self.grid is cleared as in all the other 
moves, but instead of incrementing or decre-
menting self.playerX and self.playerY, 
new random values are generated.

Line 190 checks whether the player has 
pressed the p key, which is the “quit” key. If 
so, then running is set to False (line 191) so 
the main loop will exit. See the “Why p?” 
box for an explanation of why the number 
pad wasn’t used.

Line 192 calls self.moveBots after the 
player’s move has been processed, which 
makes all of the robots move toward the 
player. Line 193 uses the self.checkWinLose 
function to see if the game is over. If so, 
lines 194 through 197 print the appropriate 
message and end the loop. Finally, line 203 
calls self.drawGrid to draw all of the 
changes to the screen.

overall ProGram seTuP
Up to this point, I’ve defined functions but, 
until the class itself and all of its require-
ments are set up, it won’t do anything. So, 
other than placing the class and a couple of 
modules into memory, nothing happens until 
line 205. There, I initialize PyGame, and on 
line 206 create the screen variable by setting 
the PyGame window size to 1024x768.

Line 208 is where the robotsGame class gets 
initialized; the first argument is the PyGame 
screen (so the class can draw things) and the 
number of robots to place on the grid. Line 209 
calls the game’s drawGrid function, then line 
210 starts the main event loop, game.run, which 
will continue until the game is over.  ● ● ●

On line 128, result = False initializes the 
return value. Then, a new coordinate is gen-
erated by incrementing and decrementing the 
x and y values. Each if statement (lines 131, 
134, 137, and 140) looks for that position in 
self.robots. If it exists, then result is set to 
True. Line 142 returns result: True if a robot 
is adjacent, and False if not.

The run FunCTion
The run function is the main PyGame event 
loop. On line 145, I initialize running to 
True. This is the loop control variable. 
When I want to exit, all I have to do is set 
running to False. You might think about just 
calling break, but it won’t work here be-
cause lines 146 and 147 are nested loops; 
break would just exit one level, and the 
outer loop would restart the inner loop. Set-
ting running to False makes the outer loop 
exit and the loop ends.

Line 147 gets all of the events from the 
PyGame event queue and iterates over 
them. Line 148 checks whether the event 
type is pygame.KEYDOWN; that is, has the 
player pressed a key? If so, then the if/elif 
statements on lines 149, 153, 157, 161, 165, 
170, 175, and 180 find the key, determine 

Usually, I would use q or x as the “exit” key, 
but they were both taken with the movement 
keys. It occurred to me after I finished the code 
that I could have used the number keypad for 
orthogonal and diagonal movement. However, 
I was originally coding on a laptop without a 
number pad, so the idea slipped my mind. 
Hence, this becomes a practical example of 
“remember the target platform and audience.”

Why P?

001  import pygame

002  import random

003  

004  class robotsGame:

005     def __init__ ( self , screen , startingRobots ):

006        self.screen = screen

007  

008        self.grid = dict()

009        for y in range ( 25 ):

010           for x in range ( 50 ):

011              self.grid [ ( x , y ) ] = None

012  

013        self.robots = list()

014        for i in range ( startingRobots ):

015           while 1:

016              x = random.randrange ( 0 , 50 )

017              y = random.randrange ( 0 , 25 )

018  

019              if ( x , y ) not in self.robots:

020                 self.robots.append ( ( x , y ) )

021                 self.grid [ ( x , y ) ] = "ROBOT"

022                 break

023  

024        while 1:

025           x = random.randrange ( 0 , 50 )

026           y = random.randrange ( 0 , 25 )

027  

028           if self.checkGrid ( ( x , y ) ) == False:

029              self.grid [ ( x , y ) ] = "PLAYER"

030              self.playerX = x

ListinG 1: The Code

Scott enjoys programming in 
Linux and playing with Lionel 
trains. When he’s not doing one 
(or both) of those, he’s probably 
out stargazing somewhere.

the Author

[1]  Python:  
http://  www.  python.  org

[2]  PyGame:  
http://  www.  pygame.  org
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031              self.playerY = y

032              break

033  

034        self.legend()

035  

036     def legend ( self ):

037        pygame. draw.rect ( self.screen , ( 255 , 0 , 0 ) , 
( 50 , 550 , 20 , 20 ) , 0 )   # Robot

038        pygame. draw.rect ( self.screen , ( 0 , 255 , 0 ) , 
( 50 , 580 , 20 , 20 ) , 0 )   # You

039        pygame. draw.rect ( self.screen , ( 255 , 255 , 0 ) 
, ( 50 , 610 , 20 , 20 ) , 0 ) # Rubble

040  

041        pygame.font.init()

042        font = pygame.font.SysFont ( "" , 20 )

043  

044        robotLa bel = font.render ( "Robots" , True ,  
( 0 , 255 , 0 ) )

045        playerL abel = font.render ( "Player" , True ,  
( 0 , 255 , 0 ) )

046        rubbleL abel = font.render ( "Rubble" , True ,  
( 0 , 255 , 0 ) )

047        moveLab el = font.render ( "Move with Q, W, E, A, D, 
Z, X, C or the arrow keys" , True ,  
( 0 , 255 , 0 ) )

048        telepor tLabel = font.render ( "Teleport with T" , 
True , ( 0 , 255 , 0 ) )

049  

050        self.screen.blit ( robotLabel , ( 75 , 550 ) )

051        self.screen.blit ( playerLabel , ( 75 , 580 ) )

052        self.screen.blit ( rubbleLabel , ( 75 , 610 ) )

053        self.screen.blit ( moveLabel , ( 550 , 550 ) )

054        self.screen.blit ( teleportLabel , ( 550 , 580 ) )

055  

056     def drawGrid ( self ):

057        for y in range ( 25 ):

058           for x in range ( 50 ):

059              pyg ame.draw.rect ( self.screen ,  
( 0 , 0 , 255 ) , ( ( x * 20 ) ,  
( y * 20 ) , 20 , 20 ) , 1)

060              if self.grid [ ( x , y ) ] == "ROBOT":

061                 pyg ame.draw.rect ( self.screen ,  
( 255 , 0 , 0 ) , ( ( x * 20 ) + 1 ,  
( y * 20 ) + 1 , 18 , 18 ) , 0 )

062              elif self.grid [ ( x , y ) ] == "PLAYER":

063                 pyg ame.draw.rect ( self.screen ,  
( 0 , 255 , 0 ) , ( ( x * 20 ) + 1 ,  
( y * 20 ) + 1 , 18 , 18 ) , 0 )

064              elif self.grid [ ( x , y ) ] == "RUBBLE":

065                 pyg ame.draw.rect ( self.screen ,  
( 255 , 255 , 0 ) , ( ( x * 20 ) + 1 ,  
( y * 20 ) + 1 , 18 , 18 ) , 0 )

066              else:

067                 pyg ame.draw.rect ( self.screen ,  
( 0 , 0 , 0 ) , ( ( x * 20 ) + 1 ,  
( y * 20 ) + 1 , 18 , 18 ) , 0 )

068  

069        pygame.display.flip()

070  

071     def checkWinLose ( self ):

072        mycount = 0

073        for index , bot in enumerate ( self.robots ):

074  #DBG         print "c heckWinLose", index, bot, self.grid 
[ bot ], "mycount =", mycount

075           if self.grid [ bot ] == "ROBOT":

076              mycount += 1

077  

078  #DBG      print "nRobots =", mycount

079        if mycount == 0:

080           return "WIN"

081        elif (  self.playerX , self.playerY ) in  
self.robots:

082           return "LOSE"

083        else:

084           return None

085  

086     def moveBots ( self ):

087        for index , bot in enumerate ( self.robots ):

088  #DBG         print "move bot", index, bot,

089  

090           if self.grid [ bot ] == "RUBBLE":

091  #DBG            print " rubble"

092              continue

093  

094           self.grid [ bot ] = ""

095  

096           botx , boty = bot

097  #         botx = bot [ 0 ]

098  #         boty = bot [ 1 ]

099           if botx  > self.playerX: botx ‑= 1

100           elif botx < self.playerX: botx += 1

101  

102           if boty > self.playerY: boty ‑= 1

103           elif boty < self.playerY: boty += 1

104  

105           bot = ( botx , boty )

106  

107           self.robots [ index ] = bot

108  #DBG         print " to", bot

109  

110           if self.grid [ bot ] == "PLAYER":

111              return

112  

113           if self.grid [ bot ] == "ROBOT":

114              self.grid [ bot ] = "RUBBLE"

115  #DBG            print "Collision"

116  #DBG            for j , jbot in enumerate ( self.robots 
):

117  #DBG               if j == index:

118  #DBG                  continue

119  #DBG               if bot == jbot:

120  #DBG                  print "Collision with", j, jbot

121  

122           if self.grid [ bot ] == "RUBBLE":

ListinG 1: The Code (continued)
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123              continue

124  

125           self.grid [ bot ] = "ROBOT"

126  

127     def checkGrid ( self , position ):

128        result = False

129        # Check left

130        check = ( position [ 0 ] ‑ 1 , position [ 1 ] )

131        if check in self.robots: result = True

132        # Check right

133        check = ( position [ 0 ] + 1 , position [ 1 ] )

134        if check in self.robots: result = True

135        # Check up

136        check = ( position [ 0 ] , position [ 1 ] ‑ 1 )

137        if check in self.robots: result = True

138        # Check down

139        check = ( position [ 0 ] , position [ 1 ] + 1 )

140        if check in self.robots: result = True

141  

142        return result

143  

144     def run ( self ):

145        running = True

146        while running:

147           for event in pygame.event.get():

148              if event.type == pygame.KEYDOWN:

149                 if event.key = = pygame.K_DOWN or event.key 
== ord ( "x" ):

150                    self.grid [  ( self.playerX , self.
playerY ) ] = ""

151                    self.playerY += 1

152                    self.grid [  ( self.playerX , self.
playerY ) ] = "PLAYER"

153                 elif event.key = = pygame.K_UP or event.key 
== ord ( "w" ):

154                    self.grid [  ( self.playerX , self.
playerY ) ] = ""

155                    self.playerY ‑= 1

156                    self.grid [  ( self.playerX , self.
playerY ) ] = "PLAYER"

157                 elif e vent.key == pygame.K_RIGHT or  
event.key == ord ( "d" ):

158                    self.grid [ ( s elf.playerX ,  
self.playerY ) ] = ""

159                    self.playerX += 1

160                    self.grid [  ( self.playerX ,  
self.playerY ) ] = "PLAYER"

161                 elif e vent.key == pygame.K_LEFT or  
event.key == ord ( "a" ):

162                    self.grid [ ( s elf.playerX ,  
self.playerY ) ] = ""

163                    self.playerX ‑= 1

164                    self.grid [  ( self.playerX ,  
self.playerY ) ] = "PLAYER"

165                 elif event.key == ord ( "e" ):

166                    self.grid [ ( s elf.playerX ,  
self.playerY ) ] = ""

167                    self.playerX += 1

168                    self.playerY ‑= 1

169                    self.grid [  ( self.playerX ,  
self.playerY ) ] = "PLAYER"

170                 elif event.key == ord ( "q" ):

171                    self.grid [ ( s elf.playerX ,  
self.playerY ) ] = ""

172                    self.playerX ‑= 1

173                    self.playerY ‑= 1

174                    self.grid [  ( self.playerX ,  
self.playerY ) ] = "PLAYER"

175                 elif event.key == ord ( "z" ):

176                    self.grid [ ( s elf.playerX ,  
self.playerY ) ] = ""

177                    self.playerX ‑= 1

178                    self.playerY += 1

179                    self.grid [  ( self.playerX ,  
self.playerY ) ] = "PLAYER"

180                 elif event.key == ord ( "c" ):

181                    self.grid [ ( s elf.playerX ,  
self.playerY ) ] = ""

182                    self.playerX += 1

183                    self.playerY += 1

184                    self.grid [  ( self.playerX ,  
self.playerY ) ] = "PLAYER"

185                 elif event.key == ord ( "t" ):

186                    self.grid [ ( s elf.playerX ,  
self.playerY ) ] = ""

187                    self.playerX = random.randr ange (  
1 , 50 )

188                    self.playerY = random.randr ange (  
1 , 25 )

189                    self.grid [  ( self.playerX ,  
self.playerY ) ] = "PLAYER"

190                 elif event.key == ord ( "p" ):

191                    running = False

192                 self.moveBots()

193                 over = self.checkWinLose()

194                 if over != None:

195                    if over == "WIN": print "You survived!"

196                    elif  over == "LOSE": print "Looks like 
the robots got you this time!"

197                    running = False

198  

199  #DBG                  print "Player", s elf.playerX,  
self.playerY

200  #DBG                  for index , bot in  enumerate (  
self.robots ):

201  #DBG                     print " bot", index, bot,  
self.grid [ bot ]

202  

203                 self.drawGrid()

204  

205  pygame.display.init()

206  screen = pygame.display.set_mode ( ( 1024 , 768 ) )

207  

208  game = robotsGame ( screen , 25 )

209  game.drawGrid()

210  game.run()

ListinG 1: The Code (continued)
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The Blather, FreeSpeech, Palaver, Simon, and Vedics speech recognition programs are 

ready to respond to voice commands. This sounds good in theory, but there are some 

pitfalls in practice.

A 
strong “Start browser!” belted 

into the microphone will start 

Firefox – at least, that’s what 

the five leading free speech rec-

ognition programs (Blather, FreeSpeech, 

Palaver, Simon, and Vedics) promise. 

With that, they want to make input eas-

ier and also help disabled individuals 

better operate the desktop.

Four of these vendors – Vedics being 

the exception – allow you to decide for 

yourself what command triggers an ac-

tion. A “Start browser!” could conceiv-

ably be used to open a text editor – con-

fusing, yet possible.

The five applications do not analyze 

speech patterns themselves; they leave 

that task to other software. As a rule 

PocketSphinx [1] from Carnegie Mellon 

University (CMU) is the “other” software 

used. 
The applications generally refer to 

such analysis assistance as back ends or 

engines. Blather, FreeSpeech, Palaver, 

and Vedics are under the GNU GPLv3 li-

cense, whereas Simon still uses the older 

version 2.

BLATHER
Blather [1] is programmed in Python and 

to get it to work, you must install the 

PocketSphinx archive in the package 

manager, along with the Python 

Gstreamer and Python GTK (in Ubuntu, 

python-gtk2, python-gst0.10, and pock-

etsphinx). If PocketSphinx isn’t part of 

your distribution, follow the instructions 

in the “Three-Step Sphinx” box.

From Gitorious [2], download the cur-

rent development version of Blather. 

After unzipping the archive, rename the 

file commands.tmp in commands and 

use a text editor to enter the desired Eng-

lish-language commands. Begin each 

line with an uppercase letter followed by 

a colon and the executable shell com-

mand.
Next, create the ~/.config/blather di-

rectory, copy the commands file into it 

and run ./Blather.py from the Blather di-

rectory. When the program seems to 

crash, end it with Ctrl+C. Then, upload 

the ~/.config/blather/sentences.corpus 

file to the Sphinx Knowledge Base Tools 

website [3].

After clicking Compile Knowledge Base 

on the website, save the generated file 

Controlling a computer with speech
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with the .lm extension under the name 

lm, and the file with the .dic extension 

under the name dic in the ~/.config/

blather/language directory. You can then 

start Blather in its directory with ./

Blather.py -i g.

The program displays a very clear 

main window (Figure 1). After you click 

Listen, it waits for a speech command 

through the mic. Alternatively, you can 

switch to Continuous mode in which the 

program listens continuously. There are 

no further functions. The degree of 

speech recognition is marginally accept-

able.

FREESPEECH

Unlike the other four programs, 

FreeSpeech, also written in Python, is 

generally a dictation device. After 

startup, it opens a simple text editor 

where all the words spoken into the mic 

are written. Special language commands 

allow subsequent editing. Thus, an edi-

tor clear command deletes all the text 

previously interpreted.

A window appearing after startup 

shows all the available commands (Fig-

ure 2). Here you can modify a command 

by double-clicking it. As of version 120, 

FreeSpeech provides the option to con-

trol other programs with a virtual key-

board. Click the Send keys button in the 

text editor and speak the key combina-

tion into the mic.

FreeSpeech interprets exclusively Eng-

lish words, despite that fact the degree of 

detection is not particularly good. In our 

case, the PocketSphinx background pro-

cess interpreted a clearly spoken “Hello 

World” curiously as “An over To open” 

(Figure 3). The second try yielded “An 

adult wall.”

According to the documentation, you 

can improve the recognition rate by cor-

recting the failed text in the editor and 

clicking Learn. My test unfortunately 

produced a number of error messages in 

the process. Also, controlling other pro-

grams didn’t work, and input ended up 

garbled in the editor.

To put FreeSpeech into operation, you 

need to integrate Python-Gtk2, Python-

Xlib, Python-Simplejson, Python-

Gstreamer, PocketSphinx, and Sphinx-

base from the package manager. In 

Ubuntu, these are in the python-xlib, 

python-simplejson, python-gtk2, python-

gst0.10, python-pocketsphinx, and 

gstreamer0.10-pocketsphinx packages. 

Again, if PocketSphinx isn’t in your dis-

tribution’s repository, follow the in-

structions in the “Three-Step Sphinx” 

box.
Download the PocketSphinx archive 

from the web [4] and unzip it on the 

hard drive. Open the Makefile from the 

CMU-Cam_Toolkit_v2/src subdirectory in 

the text editor and remove the hash 

mark (#) at the beginning of the follow-

ing line:

#BYTESWAP_FLAG  = -
DSLM_SWAP_BYTES

After saving, open a terminal, change to 

the CMU-Cam_Toolkit_v2/src subdirec-

tory and execute make install. Then, 

copy the programs created in the folder 

to a directory included in the $PATH en-

vironment variable, such as /usr/local/

bin.
Also from the web [5], download the 

FreeSpeech archive (pay attention to the 

ReleaseDate). Unzip the archive on the 

hard drive and start the software using 

python freespeech.py in the created di-

rectory.

PALAVER
In contrast to the two previously men-

tioned programs, the Palaver speech rec-

ognition program, also written in Py-

thon, has no user interface. Instead, you 

start and stop the voice input using a 

freely selectable keyboard shortcut. Pala-

ver then sends the spoken text to Google 

– naturally requiring a certain trust of 

the search engine giant (Figure 4).

If you voice the commands loudly 

and clearly, Palaver recognizes them far 

more readily than its competitors. You 

can also learn which English com-

mands Palaver understands by using 

the ./plugin -l command in the program 

directory. 

The “Open music” command, for ex-

ample, opens the Music folder in the file 

manager. Each command comes from a 

plugin. For example, the FileBrowser 

plugin is responsible for the open com-

mand (Figure 5). 

Additional plugins are in the catalog 

on the Palaver homepage [6]. Because 

the plugins are mainly simple Bash 

scripts, it’s reasonably possible to add 

more commands to them.

To use Palaver, install the Sox, Python-

Argparse, Wget, Espeak, Xvkbd, Xauto-

mation, and Zenity packages via the 

package manager and be sure that the 

Notification-daemon, Notify-osd, or No-

tifyd are activated, depending on the 

desktop. In Ubuntu, you need the sox, 

python-argh, wget, espeak, xvkbd, and 

xautomation packages.

Next, download the current develop-

ment version of Palaver from GitHub [7] 

using Download ZIP. Unzip the created 

archive on the hard drive and execute 

the ./setup command from the Pala-

ver-master directory as the root user.

You can skip the personal details and 

enter the language. Integrate the Default 

Plugins using Install. Then, create a key-

board shortcut in the system settings 

Figure 1: The Blather main window provides 

only starting and stopping for the voice con-

trol.

Figure 2: After startup, FreeSpeech shows all 

the commands you can use to manipulate the 

dictated text and even save it as a text file.

To begin, integrate the Bison package 

and, when appropriate, Perl. From the 

web [4], download the sphinxbase, 

pocketsphinx, and sphinxtrain pack-

ages. Unzip them and install them 

using the usual three-step procedure 

in Listing 1, where you start with the 

base package.

THREE-STEP SPHINX
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Once a regular part of every classroom, the good old world globe has been almost 

completely replaced by Google Maps. With the Marble program, the globe has made 

something of a timely comeback.

M
arble is one of the educa-

tional programs of the KDE 

Software Collection; it is 

therefore in the repositories 

of all the major distributions. Many dis-

tros install the virtual globe by default, 

but not Ubuntu. Because Marble is a 

KDE program, during installation it will 

drag in a large amount of KDE libraries, 

adding up to nearly 100MB. Given the 

enormous size of modern hard disks and 

high-speed Internet connections, this is 

not really a problem, and it means you 

will also have these libraries installed if 

you want to use other KDE apps later.

Although Marble looks somewhat un-

impressive, it provides more than just a 

world globe. You can plan a trip inven-

tory, set the altitude profile for a bike 

tour, or even fly over the moon.

ROLLING

After startup, Marble shows the Earth 

image on the right side of the screen, as 

in Figure 1, with a universe of stars as its 

background. At the bottom right edge, 

you’ll find the navigation bar. You al-

ready may be familiar with this from 

Google Maps. The arrows at the top are 

for rotating the globe. The plus and 

minus slider lets you zoom in and out. 

The scale ruler is at bottom left, and the 

Altitude in the bottom status bar shows 

the distance from Earth of the view.

Instead of the navigation bar, you 

can use your mouse. Moving the mouse 

across the globe image turns it into a 

hand pointer so that you can grab and 

rotate the globe. The mouse wheel lets 

you zoom in and out. Be careful how 

Marble virtual globe
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drop-down list and change to Moon. You 

can also use File | Download Maps to get 

additional maps, including quite a few 

exotic ones, such as historical globes, a 

map of climate zones, and even repre-

sentations of Saturn and Mars. Once you 

choose a map, click Install, and it will 

become available in Map View.

SEARCHING

If you’re searching for a particular place, 

enter its name in the Search field in the 

upper left of the main window. Marble 

begins building results as you type and, 

as soon as you press the Enter key or 

choose a suggestion, a list of all possible 

locations appear and marks them on the 

globe.

The search results might come up 

with odd results at times. For example, 

Marble found several instances of Law-

rence – apart from the hometown of 

Ubuntu User – all in different parts of 

you wield the mouse; too much move-

ment can start the ball rolling too fast. 

The middle of the screen shows a small 

white crosshair (which, depending on 

the background, can be hard to detect). 

Where the crosshair lands on Earth is 

shown on the stylized world map in the 

upper left, and the position appears as a 

white dot. Double-clicking another re-

gion of the world will quickly take you 

there.

SUNDOWN

When you click a city or some other lo-

cation, Marble displays a window with 

information about the geographic point 

(Figure 2) from the Geonames service 

[1]. If the point appears beneath the 

compass or another element, you need 

to rotate the globe somewhat.

If the boxes for additional information 

bother you, click View | Info Boxes on 

and off to lock and unlock the info 

boxes. Or, you can drag-and-drop them 

to another place. To reach the navigation 

bar at the bottom right, you need to 

move the pointer to the edge, where it 

turns into a hand. You can toggle the 

crosshair display with View | Crosshairs.

The background stars are not just win-

dow dressing but are a true representa-

tion of the night sky. If you wish, you 

can turn them off with View | Stars. You 

can also deactivate the simulated sur-

rounding atmosphere with View | Atmo-

sphere, which appears as a halo around 

the globe in Figure 1.

MOONSTRUCK

Marble usually shows a topographical 

map that you’ll likely recognize from 

your school atlas: rivers are blue, plains 

are green, large cities appear as small 

squares. At the bottom left of the main 

window, on the Legend tab, you’ll find 

the descriptions for all the symbols and 

colors. Here, you can remove elements 

from the map. If city names are a cover-

ing up a feature you want to see, remove 

the checkmark before Populated Regions. 

If you want to remove the latitude and 

longitude indicators, deselect Coordi-

nates.

You can add more global maps, such 

as road maps, by clicking the Map View 

tab at the bottom left and choosing an-

other map type. A road map appears 

when you click OpenStreetMap (Figure 

3). As the name indicates, the data 

comes from the OpenStreetMap project 

[2]. You’ll need an Internet connection 

to access the maps.

Navigating to a spot can take some 

time until Marble resolves it. The same 

goes for maps that 

show average rain-

fall. Satellite View 

doesn’t show a cur-

rent world picture 

but dates back to 

pictures published 

by NASA [3] in 

2004. In this view, 

you can also see 

cloud cover, which 

you can remove 

with View | Clouds.

Finally, Marble 

shows not only the 

Earth but the moon. 

In Map View, you 

can click the Earth 

Figure 3: Marble projects the “flat” road map from OpenStreetMap on 

the rounded globe, which can lead to some distortion or blurring of 

text.

Figure 1: The Marble main window shows the globe and provides addi-

tional functions on the bottom left.

Figure 2: Information in this window comes from the Geonames ser-

vice.
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Ubuntu’s Software Center lets you install just about anything, including free software, purchased apps, and games.

Software management in Ubuntu 13.10TODAY'S
 SPECIALS BY KRISTIAN KISSLING 

ries created by the software’s users or developers. The repositories contain not 
only the software, but also the packages 
on which they depend. (How to tap into 
these repositories is covered in the “What Are Repositories?” section.)

PACKAGE MANAGER IN ACTIONGetting to repositories and installing software is often faster from the com-mand line. The “Quick Sources” section 
goes into greater detail. To begin, I’ll look at managing packages using Ubun-tu’s Software Center. To access the Software Center, press the Super key [1] and enter softw. The start page (Figure 1) features a few What’s New and Top Rated applications. 

Clicking More on the far right gives you additional choices.If you click Turn On Recommendations 
at the bottom, Ubuntu suggests opening 
a user account at Ubuntu One. Then, your computer regularly sends lists of software you’ve installed to Canonical and the company returns a list of recom-

mended software that might interest you. 
These recommendations appear on the start page and can be deactivated with View | Turn Off Recommendations in the 

global menu. In the meantime, you can purchase programs using your Ubuntu One account.
Use the arrow icons in the upper left to return to the start window. Starting with the release of Ubuntu 12.10, Ubuntu developers have placed ads for free and commercial software from the Software Center across the broad surface 

of the screen under the heading Our Fa-vorites.
The left side of the Software Center screen organizes the applications by cat-

egory. Clicking a category opens subcat-
egories (Figure 2). All other controls are 
at the top of the package management window. The All Software menu lists all 

U buntu includes the convenient Software Center, which provides centralized software manage-ment and lets you search for new software and install it with a mouse 
click. With an Ubuntu One account, you 
can purchase software simply with a credit card.

The Debian packages (ending in .deb) 
that Software Center offers are actually archive files containing libraries, config-
uration files, and executable programs. If 
you install the Firefox package, for ex-ample, the package manager distributes the necessary files to the correct 

places in the file-system.
Often dependen-cies exist, which means that install-ing program A re-quires that you 

have program B in-stalled also. The package manager identifies the de-pendent packages automatically dur-ing installation and loads them onto the computer. Usu-ally, you will no-tice the dependen-cies when you try to install a single Debian package over the Internet.
The package you are looking for, such as a video codec, may be 

missing in the Soft-ware Center. In this case, you can find the package in external reposito-

Figure 1: Software Center encourages you to browse.

Figure 2: Clicking a category opens up subcategories.
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